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Abstract: 

Advanced Technology is emerging now a day to min imize t ime and scrap which is a major concern in industries. Most complexed  

models can also be fabricat ing by CNC machines like turbine blades, impellers, propellers, etc., Th is paper is focused on geo metric 

modeling of 4 axis milling simulation for the manufacturing of turbine blade. The CAD model is prepared using Catia software.  CAD 

model of the blade is imported to MasterCAM software. Different machining operations (parallel cut morph between two curves 

parallel with mult iple curves root machining) are assigned with proper tools/parameters in MasterCAM. After verifying the 

MasterCAM virtual machine simulat ion, NC program is generated through MasterCAM Sinumerik 828d postprocessor. This final  

program is ready to load in the CNC machine for machining of b lade fabricating with ALUMINIUM 6061.  
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Geometrical complexity and difficulty in machin ing of turbine 

bladeshave have been in challenge for the manufacturing 

industries. Today, machinery industries use CNC machines to 

shape turbo machinery and complex components. 

Simultaneously different modeling & simulation software’s like 

MasterCAM, EdgeCAM, DelCAM, Unigraphics NX solid CAM 

etc. are used. MasterCAM is an effective tool to generate and 

execute, and for simulate 2D, 3D, tool paths. Effect of change in 

parameters on machining time can be realized in short time [1]. 

These machines are responsible for fabricating of various 

complexed profiles. The three most significant advantages are: 

reduction of process time with respective to higher material 

removal rates, reduced setup time for intricate prismat ic parts 

and improved surface fin ish quality by min imizing the required 

time. The efficiency of employing 4-axis machining in 

manufacturing, die molds has result in 10- 20 t imes more than 

the efficiency the manufacturing, of 3 axis machines. The parts 

with irregular shapes can be machined using a single setup since, 

areas previously inaccessible to 3 Axis machines are made to 

work with added degrees of freedom. The manufacturing of 

turbine blade consists of automatic tool path generation for multi 

axis CNC machine. While simulat ing machin ing, tool 

movements on workpiece decides the product according to the 

coding. In complex machin ing tasks, spindle speed, feed rate, 

plunge rate, retract rate, cutting time, tool changing time, 

constitute major part of total machining time. By concentrating 

on effective cutting time with respective to tool movements have 

to be investigated by Total Cycle Time.  

 

There are five types of toolpath – parallel cuts, morph between 

two curves, morph between two surface and blade root 

machining. The parallel tool path is used to remove the material 

around the surface. The direction of toolpath is one-way, zigzag, 

spiral. The morph between two curves toolpath is used to 

remove the material with in the two curves. The blade root 

machining is used to remove the material from the root portion. 

Five axes CNC machining refers to the ability of the CNC 

machine to perform movement about five different axes 

simultaneously. 

 
Figure 1: CNC Machine Axis Representation 

 

Most CNC manufacturers define that the machines movement 

starting with 3 primary axes X, Y and Z. The Z axis is parallel to 

the tool spindle. The other two axes are given by the machines 

ability to rotate about the X and Y axis. The axis that rotates 

about the X-axis is called the A-axis. The axis that rotates about 

the Y-axis is called the B-axis. The axis that rotates about the Z-

axis is called the C-axis rotation of the cutting tool installed into 

the machine spindle center as shown in the Figure 1. Five –axis 

machine tools can machine complicated shapes as well as reduce 

inventory costs, lead times, and setup costs. 

 

II.GEOMETRIC MODEL OF TURBINE BLADE 

The geometry of a turbine blade normally derives from the 

following parameters: chord length, pitch, chamber, and 

thickness. From the dimensional and non-dimensional 

parameters, the efficiency and aerodynamic performance of the 

turbine blade can estimates depending on application. 

 Catia design: 

The main focus of the work is on turbine blade modeling is not 

intended to support aerodynamic testing such as in a cavitation 
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tunnel (propeller testing facility) therefore special importance 

has been given on geometric modeling and subsequent 4-axis 

machining. [3] Select X-Y plane plot points from centroid by 

selecting spline to form airfoil , connect the given points and 

come out of sketcher , selecting spline open surface, draw same 

dimensional spline[3,4] over 78mm length with slight twist with 

an angle of 10degrees and connect the points of both airfo il 

spline models with straight line , make them constraints for 

avoiding unnecessary disturbance and select Close spline by 

using Fill key considering each point to generate through guide 

curves for constructing surface of an airfoil. Select Multi-section 

key to fill any opening in the 2d sketcher design. Save this 

profile either in STEP or IGES format for further usage. Entire 

methodology of design process has shown in figure 2.  

 

 
Fig.2: Methodology of  Design process 

 

III.FOUR AXIS MACHINING OF TURBINE BLADE 

 

 Process Planning and setup: 

Import the BLADE profile which is converted into. STEPfile. 

Once Blade model imported setup give ext ra stock of 50mm 

diameter and 72mm length to the blank. After given the ext ra 

stock, 3D model of 4-axis machine is selected to fix the blank in 

machine. Then corresponding post processer is selected to 

generate the program. If any collisions occur either workpiece or 

tool, then comes back to the tool parameters and change the 

parameters and compile the program which is tested with tool 

path verification in itially and again generate tool path 

verification. If everything is ok, then go for virtual machining 

which gives real experience of an actual machin ing Figure .3 

shows selection of Post-Processor. 

 

 Tool Path Planning and Generation: 

The tool path generation process is performed in five steps: 

Rough cut in A0, Rough cut in A180, Rest Mill, Semi-finish, 

Fin ishing. Initially to the toolpath generation for a Rough cut in 

A0, a   modeled turbine blade was first constructed according to 

its geometry. The geometry coined the boundary box is adopting 

all entities which will select entities with respective to the. STEP 

file which imported from CATIA software blade which is 

composed of the uneven surface that envelop the blade in 

cylindrical form as shown in Figure 3. A straighter forward 

machining strategy for roughing phase can be employed, will be 

profiling milling. With this region the drive surface was 

assigned accordingly. The parallel cut tool path is one of the 

surface or solid type tool paths it is used to remove the material 

along the surface. The A-axis rotates 0 to 360
0
 parallel to X-axis 

and C –axis rotates -90
0
 to 20

0
 parallel to Y-axis for this 

machining c-axis locked at -90
0
. For the Rough cut in A180 and 

Semi-finish phase we use Parallelspiral, Clean Corners [7] 

cutting parameter and to follow Rough cut in A0, parameters 

with use blade machining.it’s one of the tool paths available in 

Pocket parameters availab le in MasterCAM. 

 

 MasterCAM Tool Path, Simulation and verification: 

For, the turbine blade to be machined, the three processes, that 

are to be followed. They are 3-Axis Rough machining, 4-Axis 

Semi-finishing and 4-Axis Fin ishing. Before proceeding for the 

processes, the post processor has to be changed from default mill 

to selective post-processor as shown in figure.3, 

 

 
 

Figure.3 Selection of POST-PROCESSOR 

 

Stock definit ion is to be setup, that is, the material dimensions 

are need to be set up, that is used to perform machin ing. In Stock 

definit ion, the shape of the material is defined to be cylindrical 

rod which is placed with respect to X-Axis. The stock origin  is 

set as (X=0, Y=0, Z=0). The stock setup is shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

 
 

Figure.4.1 MasterCAM Stock Defin ition 

 

The length of stock is set to be 150 mm and the diameter of 

stock is 50mm with the component to be machined is shown in 

Figure .4.2. 

 
Figure.4.2 MasterCAM stock defin ition along with Turbine  

 

Blade After stock is defined around the blade [5], the 

Component is kept with respect to X- Axis is shown in 

Figure.4.3, which shows the component is in reference from all 

three axis X,Y,Z= (0,0,0). 
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Figure.4.3 Component on X-Axis. 

 

Now, the component is applied with Surface rough pocket and 

surface rough rest mill operations to perform 3-Axis roughing 

process. Actually, the setup for this component to perform 3-

Axis roughing involves, splitting the component into two halves 

and can be named it as top portion(A0) and bottom 

portion(A180). The level manager tool of Master CAM is used 

to organize the surfaces, model and wireframe. The splitting of 

the component is used to remove the material in and around the 

stock according to the generated program. The Semi-fin ish and 

final tool path is generated to mill residual material between 

blade surfaces. The 20R0.8mm Bull end mill cutter is used for 

its long reach and small milling area allowing for material to 

reach the narrow area which is to be removed without ext ra 

stock collision or interference. 

 

IV.FABRICATION OF ALUMINIUM 6061 BLADE 

MODEL 

After generating the tool paths in MasterCAM it will be get 

verified the machine simulation through MasterCAM virtual 

machine simulation. [7] The parameters used in simulat ion are 

given as follows Feed rate 500mm/min Sp indle speed 4000 rpm 

C-axis lock 90
0
.Roughing and Finishing operations were carried 

out on Aluminum Alloy 6061 using 5-Axis CNC Milling 

machine. For roughing operation, Surface Rough and select 

Pocket option as shown in figure.4 and Surface Rough = Rest 

Mill as shown in figure.5 were performed on both top portion 

and bottom portion of TurbineBlade, Minimum Depth is 24mm 

and Maximum Depth is -3.0mm are considered as shown in 

table 1.1. 

 
Table 1.1: Parameters fo r machin ing 

In Surface Rough through Pocket operation is selected which is 

considering 20mm diameter and 0.8mm radius-2-flute Flat End 

Mill was focused with Spindle speed of 2200RPM and Feed 

Rate of 1117.6mm/min during mach ining of both top and 

bottom [4,7] part as shown in figure 5.1.  

 
Figure. 5.1 Roughing A0 and A180 

And for another operation namely, Surface Rough Rest Mill 

operation consider 12mm Ball Nose End Mill tool which is used 

to remove the additional material that were not machined in 

Surface Rough Pocket [4,7] operation with Spindle speed of 

2200RPM and Feed Rate of 2235.2mm/min were given during 

machining of both top and bottom part as shown in figure 5.2.  

 

 
Figure.5.2 Rest Mill A0 and A180 

For Semi-fin ishing select Tool paths in that go to Multi axis and 

select Rotary 4-axis tool path which is used to perform both 

fin ishing and semi-fin ishing operation of the component. For 

this operation, Ball End Mill of 12mm diameter and 6mm rad ius 

is focused to get better surface semi-finish as shown in figure.6. 

 

 
Figure .6 Rotary option 

 

By selecting Rotary 4-Axis tool path, 12 mm d iameter Ball Nose 

End Mill tool is preferred because to reduce collisions at the 

corners of the blade and stock [4] . For Semi-finish, selected 

Spindle speed of 2200RPM and feed rate of 2200mm/min  were 

given as shown in figure7.1 

 
Figure 7.1 Semi-Fin ish 
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 Here for finishing operation, always remember that spindle 

speed must be higher than the feed rate to avoid tool wears and 

flank wears [2,4]. A continuous contact should be maintaining 

between tool and flank. In between coolant have to be supplied 

continuously concentrated exactly at tool tip portion to avoid 

generation of heat during machining due to continuous contact 

[6]. If coolant is not supplied it may have chances of tool wears 

or chippings. Spindle speed of 2200RPM and feed rate of 

2000mm/min were taken as shown in figure 7.2.  

 

 
Figure 7.2 Fin ishing  

So to complete this entire fabrication in 4-axis the total time 

taken by the machine including power interruptions for 

complet ion of blade is 78mins:12secs. From Table.1.2 it shows 

the results of total cycle time from machine obtained after 

machining the blade profile.  

 

 

 
Table 1.2 Resultant Cycle Time and Parameters 

 

V. CONCLUS ION 

The computer aided modeling, 4-axis milling simulation and 

fabrication of ALUMINUM 6061 Turb ine Blade has been 

highlighted the advantages of having real life experiences of 4-

axis machin ing. It eliminates the risk and collision of tool and 

blank in actual machin ing. It saves time of ed iting of error 

program while doing the actual machin ing of b lade in real 

machine. 
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